WJEC Hospitality and Catering
Y11 Knowledge Organiser
Unit 2 Hospitality and Catering in Action
Learning Objective One
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UNIT SHEETS
This section of your
Knowledge Organiser
contains the unit sheets
for each topic. Use
them to make sure you
know what is required
at each stage of your
learning.
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Unit Sheets:
Unit 1 Hospitality and Catering WJEC Level 1/2

Red: No understanding

Method of Assessment: Exam- June 2020

of the topic. (R)

Unit Weighting= 40% of final grade.

Amber:

Assessment objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LO1- The Industry
LO2- Hospitality Operations
LO3- Health and Safety
LO4- Food Safety
LO5-Menu Proposals

Content:
LO1 The Industry:
Different sectors and establishments
Commercial and non-commercial
Residential and non-residential
Types of services
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Some

understanding of the
topic. (A)
Green:

Good

understanding of the
topic. (G)

Complete:

Before Topic
Understanding:

End of Topic
Understanding:

Standards reviews and ratings
Kitchen brigade and job roles
Costs, fixed, variable and VAT.
Calculating costs and VAT
Customer Service and Expectations
LO2 Hospitality Operations:
Layout of the kitchen and job roles within the kitchen.
Equipment in the kitchen
Stock Control
Record keeping/ FIFO and safety and security in
Hospitality.
LO3 Health and Safety:
Protection and regulations, COSHH, PPER and MHOR.
Risks and Control Measures.
Safety and Security & creating own risk assessments.
Data Protection act- staff and customers.
LO4 Food Safety:
Food safety and food related illnesses
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Food safety, physical, chemical and biological.
Allergens and allergies.
Special diets, lactose, coeliac and diabetes.
Health and safety officers and food hygiene
regulations.
HACCP and food labelling.
Food poisoning – what can it do?
LO5- Menu proposals:
Creating a menu for a restaurant.
Menus for specific dietary requirements.
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What you will need to know:
•

•

•
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To understand how the hospitality
industry works and the skills needed to
complete each job role effectively.
To understand health and safety
regimes used within the Hospitality and
Catering industry.
To demonstrate cooking moderate and
complex cooking skills by creating a
wide range of different products.

Introduction:
The Hospitality and Catering industry is one of the largest hiring industries in the world.
It includes a large range of different services including travel and tourism. As a member
of the Hospitality and Catering industry you can choose from a range of different
outlets to work in and learn new skills. These could be management, dietary work,
waiting staff and chef work.
Learning Objective One:
Learning Objective:

Understand the
importance of nutrition when
planning menus
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Assessment Criteria:

AC1.1 describe functions of
nutrients
in the human body
AC1.2 compare nutritional
needs of
specific groups

Completed?
(Tick where
appropriate)

AC1.3 explain characteristics
of
unsatisfactory nutritional
intake
AC1.4 explain how cooking
methods
impact on nutritional value

Where are you aiming for? - Grading Criteria: (tick where appropriate):
To be awarded a Level 1 Pass grade for a unit, a learner must meet
all of the minimum requirements of all assessment criteria for the unit,
as set out in the Level 1 Pass performance band.
To be awarded a Level 2 Pass grade for a unit, a learner must
additionally meet all of the Level 2 pass minimum requirements, as
set out in the Level 2 Pass performance band.
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To be awarded a Level 2 Merit grade for a unit, a learner must
additionally meet all of the Merit minimum requirements, as set out in
the Merit performance band.
To be awarded a Level 2 Distinction grade for a unit, a learner must
additionally meet all of the minimum requirements, set out in the
Distinction performance bands
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Vocabulary and Definitions:
You must use this vocabulary when writing up your Unit 2 work, it is essential to use
key words which best describes why you are creating these products which link with
your brief.
Nutrients:

A substance that provides nourishment
essential for the maintenance of life and for
growth.

Comparison:

Looking at the similarities or dissimilarities
between two things or people.

Unsatisfactory:

Not satisfactory; not good enough

Satisfactory:

Fulfilling expectations or needs;
acceptable, though not outstanding or
perfect.
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Impact

A marked effect or influence.

Life stages:

Refers to the different phases of life that all
individual pass through in a normal lifetime.

Factors:

A circumstance, fact, or influence that
contributes to a result.

Productions:

The action of making or manufacturing from
components or raw materials,

Customer:

A person who buys goods or services from
a shop or business.

Connective Words:
•

In comparison….

•

This is because ….
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•

However….

•

Although…
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POWERFUL
KNOWLEDGE
In this section you can
find the key information
your teachers want you
to know, understand
and be able to recall.
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AC 1.1 Functions of Nutrients in the body:
Level 1 Pass:
To achieve a Level 1 pass in assessment criteria
1.1 you have to write a brief description of the
function of 5 nutrients with a mixture of 2 vitamins
and 2 minerals.
Level 2 Pass:
To achieve a level 2 pass in assessment criteria 1.1
you need to describe functions of a range of
nutrients in the human body.
Level 2 Merit:
To achieve a Level 2 Merit in Assessment Criteria
1.1 you will need to write about 5 different nutrients,
with a mixture of nutrients, vitamins and minerals
and describe clearly the functions
What you need to know:
•

You will need to write about 5 nutrients AT LEAST 2 vitamins and
2 minerals.
• You will need to write about the function of the vitamin/mineral and
the if there are different types of that vitamin or mineral, as shown
in the WAGOLL.
• List a maximum of three sources of each of these
14vitamins/minerals.
|Page

Key Terms and Definitions:
•
•
•

LBV- Low Biological Protein
HBV- High Biological Protein
High Cholesterol- high cholesterol is when you have too high of a
fatty substance called cholesterol.
Saturated Fat- found in butter, fatty meals and cheese; this is
linked with increased risk of heart disease and bad cholesterol.
Unsaturated Fat- these are liquid at room temperature, sources of
unsaturated fats are; avocados, olive oil and olives.

•
•

Key Facts:
•

There are two types of Vitamin A- Retinol and Beta-carotene.

•

There are two different types of proteins- High biological value
which are mainly meat and animal sources and low biological
which are usually plant/vegetable sources.

Vitamins/Mineral: Function:
Fats:

There

are

Source:
three Fast food

different types of Visible fat on
fats-

saturated, meat,

unsaturated

and avocados,

trans

The oils

fats.

function of fat within sweets.
the

body

is

to

insulate the body
and keep it warm.
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and

Fat is also used to
protect the organs
from any impact or
harm.

Although

some fats do more
harm

then

good.

Saturated fats- are
solid

at

temperature,

room
no

more than 20g of
saturated
should

fats
be

consumed.
Unsaturated

fats-

are a liquid at room
temperature.
Unsaturated

fats

are healthier than
trans and saturated
fats.

These

primarily come from
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plant

food.

E.g.

avocados,
sunflower oil and
soybean.
Trans Fats- these
are used to enable
food to last longer
on

the

shelves.

Trans

fats

have

proven

to

raise

cholesterol.

Its

another

of

form

blood fat. Saturated
fat is healthier than
trans fats.
Vitamin C

The daily intake of Peppers
Vitamin C should be Strawberries
40mg,

vitamin

C Blackcurrants

cannot be stored Broccoli
within the body. It is Brussels
a
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water-soluble Sprouts

vitamin

and

you Potatoes

need it in your body Oranges
every day. Vitamin
C helps with wound
healing and making
sure you maintain
healthy skin cells,
blood

vessels,

bones

and

cartilage.
Carbohydrates:

Carbohydrates

Bread

provide the body Pasta
with

energy. Rice

Carbohydrates can Cereal
be split into two
separate

sections

these are, sugars
and

starches.

Sugars

are

releasing

this

fast
is

because they give
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short

bursts

of

energy

for

small

amount

of

time

whereas

starches

are slow releasing
and can last up to 4
hours. Athletes will
use slow releasing
carbohydrates
give

them

releasing

to
slow

energy

which will last them.
Sources

of

carbohydrates
include

starches:

bread, pasta and
cereal.

Sugary:

chocolate,

sugary

drinks and cake.
Vitamin A:

The

function

of Cheese

vitamin A is to aid Eggs
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with eye sight in dim Oily fish
light, helps to keep Fortified lowskin and the lining Fat spreads
of some parts of the Milk

and

body healthy. There Yoghurt
are

two

retinol

and

carotene.

types, yellow,
beta and

red
green

Your (leafy)

body can convert vegetables,
beta carotene into such
retinol.

as

spinach,
carrots,
sweet
potatoes and
red peppers
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Starting the Assessment:
What nutrients
can be found in
food?

Nutrient:
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What does it do
for the body?

Where does this
nutrient come
from?

Function in the

Source of

Body:

Nutrient:

WAGOLL- AC 1.1:

Function in the Body:

Sources of Nutrient:

Nutrient:
Carbohydrates

Carbohydrates provide the body with energy.

•

Bread

Carbohydrates can be split into two separate

•

Pasta

sections these are, sugars and starches.

•

Potatoes

Sugars are fast releasing this is because they

•

cereal

give short bursts of energy for small amount of
time whereas starches are slow releasing and
can last up to 4 hours. Athletes will use slow
releasing carbohydrates to give them slow
releasing energy which will last them. Sources
of carbohydrates include starches: bread,
pasta and cereal. Sugary: chocolate, sugary
drinks and cake.
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Ac 1.2 Compare the Nutritional Needs of
Different Life stages:
Level 1 Pass:
Outlines nutritional needs of two specific groups.
Comparison may be implied.
Level 2 Pass:
Compares nutritional needs of two specific groups
giving some reasons for similarities and differences
Level 2 Merit:
Compares nutritional needs of two specific groups
giving clear reasons for similarity and differences.
Level 2 Distinction:
Compares nutritional needs of two specific groups
giving clear and in-depth reasons for similarity and
differences.
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What you need to know:
•

•

You will need to learn about a variety of different life stages
including;
o Elderly
o Adulthood
o Young Adults
o Teenagers
o Children
o Babies
You will need to compare the needs of these life stages against
each other, identifying what their needs are, are their certain
nutrients they need more of than the other and why.

Lifestage:

Elderly

Information about

What do they

lifestage:

need?

Elderly people are more
prone to bone diseases
such as osteoporosis and
arthritis- this is a disease
where bones break down
and wear away. (similar to
adulthood). Elderly people
may also suffer with poorer
eyesight
and
dimmed
lighting within the eye- may
need glasses.

Elderly may also
need calcium as it
aids
with
the
formation
of
stronger bones and
teeth and also helps
with the formation
of blood clotting.
Elderly may need
more vitamin A
within their diet to
aid with a healthy
eyesight.
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Adulthood Adults tend to become less
active as they get older. This
can have a negative effect
on their bones, joints and
metabolism. They also stop
growing once they reach
adulthood- still need lots of
nutrients, their BMR (Basal
Metabolic Rate) will go
down.
Young
Young adults especially
young females will continue
Adults
to have a menstrual cycle
throughout their teenage
years right through to
adulthood.

Teenagers Teenagers
go
through
puberty which means that
females
start
having
monthly menstrual cycles.
Unfortunately, during this 7day cycle females will lose a
lot of blood and will run the
risk of developing anaemia.
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Depending on how
active the adult is,
adults will need to
consume less fat
and more high fibre
diet to aid with a
healthy colon.

Similarly,
with
teenagers; iron will
have
to
be
consumed to aid
with the loss of red
blood cells within
females
when
menstruation
occurs.
Young
adults will also have
to consume water
to aid with the
correct functioning
of vital organs.
This lifestage will
need to consume
more
iron
and
protein, women will
need to consume
more iron as they
lose a lot of blood
throughout
the

Children

Babies

Males hit puberty also and years
due
to
start to develop muscles and menstrual
cycle.
facial hair.
The
iron
will
replenish the red
blood cells.
Males will need
more protein in
particular
during
this life stage as
they will need this
protein to build and
repair muscle cells
that are developing
during puberty.
This is an age where Children will need
children are very active. more
They will also to continue to carbohydrates as
grow and develop bones this
provides
and teeth.
energy
for
the
children
to
be
running
around.
Children will also
need more calcium
to
help
the
development
of
bones and strong
teeth.
From birth babies are fed Babies will need
milk and breast milk or bottle more calcium than
formulas, they are growing other life stages
at a rapid rate and their because
calcium
bones develop quickly along aids
with
the
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with the formation of their development
of
skulls. Babies are also strong bones and
forming teeth which will push strong teeth.
through around the age of 9
months to 18 months.

Starting the Assessment:

Elderly:

This links to the brief you are
going to be given- you need to talk
about the two lifestages
mentioned in the brief.

Teenagers:

Talk about what similar needs they
have and the needs they have that
aren’t similar (comparing all the time)
‘in comparison’.
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WAGOLL- AC 1.2
Elderly:

Teenagers:

Everybody needs iron in the body for the reproduction of red
blood cells; however, Teenager girls need around 14.8mg of
iron per day and 11.4mg for boys. specifically, teenage
females need more iron than males due to females going
through puberty and having a menstrual cycle every 28 days
for around 5-7 days. This is due to the loss of blood and the
loss of red blood cells (haemoglobin). Female teenagers run
the risk of losing blood and developing anaemia. In
comparison Elderly may not need as much iron as teenagers
as unlike teenagers, elderly men and women need around
8mg per day. Unlike teenage girls, elderly women will have
developed menopause which is where a lot of women
experience the loss of their menstrual cycle. Therefore, do
not need to eat a lot of iron to replenish the loss of iron within
the diet.
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Ac1.3- Explain characteristics of unsatisfactory
nutritional intake AC1.4:
Level 1 Pass:
Outlines

key

characteristics

of

unsatisfactory

nutritional intake. Evidence is mainly descriptive with
limited reasoning.
Level 2 Pass:
Explains characteristics of unsatisfactory nutritional
intake. There is evidence of reasoning and relating
characteristics to specific groups
Level 2 Merit:
Explains with clear reasoning characteristics of
unsatisfactory intake of a range of nutrients.
Explanations are related to specific groups.
What you need to know:
•
•
•

What the term excess and deficiency mean.
2 excess and 2 deficiencies of each nutrient.
Too link a deficiency and then link it to your life stages.

Key Terms and Definitions:
•
•

Excess- when you have too much off something/ an extra of
something.
Deficiency- When you have a lack of something.
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Nutrient:

Excess:
Could

Protein

Deficiency:

cause stunted growth or

damage to kidneys thin arms and legs,
if very extreme and and

large

Acids accumulate distended
in joints- Gout.
Coronary
Fats

abdomens.

heart Hard to consume

disease,

insufficient fat in a

obesity

modern

strokes.

extremes e.g. body

High

cholesterol builders,

blocks arteries

diet,

eating

disorders
Hair

falling

out,

brittle nails and dry
skin
Brittle nails
Vitamin
deficiencies ADEK.
When too much stunted growth or
Carbohydrates

carbohydrate

is thin arms and legs,

consumed and not and large
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used for energy distended
over an extended abdomens in
period of time, it is children and the
stored as fat.

short-term effects

Too much sugar of a lack of
can lead to tooth carbohydrates are
decay

weight loss and

Excess

lethargy.

carbohydrate
could lead to type
2 diabetes.
Vitamin A is stored Effects
Vitamin A

on

the

in the liver and too retina and low light
much

vitamin

A vision

can be toxic.

Dry skin and hair
Getting

lots

of

infections.
Excess vitamin C Slow
Vitamin C

wound

is eliminated from healing
the body within 24 Scurvy if extreme
hours so not a
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problem this is due Anaemia because
to it being a water- iron
soluble vitamin.

is

fixed

by

vitamin C
Getting infections

Starting the assessment:
Nutrient:

Excess:

Deficiency:

Fats:

Talk about what will happen if you
have too much of this nutrient both the
visible effects (ones you can see) and
non- visible effects (ones you cannot
see, that go on within the body e.g.
organs)
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Talk about what will happen if
you have too little of this
nutrient both the visible effects
(ones you can see) and nonvisible effects (ones you
cannot see, that go on within
the body e.g. organs)

WAGOLL; Ac 1.3:
Protein:

Eating too much protein can also affect people who already have
kidney disease. This is because of the excess nitrogen found in the
amino acids that make up protein. Even though a relatively high
protein intake is healthy and safe, eating massive amounts of it is
unnatural and may cause harm. Too much for children can cause
the body to store the protein as fat as they may not be able to burn
all the calories. A deficiency of this in Britain is rare, but in poor
countries it may contribute to the symptoms associated with famine.
Too little can also cause changes in body composition that develop
over a long period of time, such as muscle wasting. Too little in
children may cause changes in the body, such as muscle wasting.
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AC1.4- Explain how cooking methods impact on nutritional value:
Level 1 Pass:
Outlines how cooking methods impact on nutritional value. Evidence is mainly descriptive with
limited reasoning.
Level 2 Pass:
Explains how a range of food production methods impact on nutritional value. Reasoned
statements are presented.
What you need to know:
•
•
•

What temperature each cooking method reaches.
A description of each cooking method.
The nutritional impact each cooking method has on food.

Key Terms and Definitions:
•
•

Nutrition-The process of providing or obtaining the food
necessary for health and growth.
Impact- A marked effect or influence.

Key Facts:
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•

The main nutrients affected are vitamins B and C which
are damaged by heat and leech into cooking liquid

•

Cooking at lower temperatures can reduce damage to
nutrients

•

Cooking in minimum water and using the water for sauces
or gravy reduces overall vitamin loss,

Cooking

Impact on Cooking:

Method:

Temperature
of Cooking
Method:

Boiling

Vitamin C is the main nutrient lost by up to 50%

100°C

when foods are cooked in water, the lower
temperature of simmering and poaching may
reduce this loss a little. Vitamin C dissolves out of
the food into the cooking liquid.
Steaming

Steaming cooks’ foods quickly with less contact

100°C

with water so less nutrients are lost than with
boiling foods.
Vitamin losses with vitamin C and B still occur but
less is lost
Foods keep more of their antioxidant properties
with steaming
Baking

Baking and roasting are both methods using the

100°C -

oven. Baking uses dry heat and the food is usually

250°C

transformed by baking e.g. cake mixture to cake
bread dough to bread
Roasting cooks the food but does not change it
fundamentally. Roasting may also use fat to give
the food a better appearance and flavour
Vitamin and mineral losses with either method is
minimal and nutrients are preserved.
Grilling

Grilling and other infra-red radiation cooking such 200°C
as barbequing cooks the food without much loss 260°C
of nutrients.
Juices running off can reduce the vitamin B and A
content of the food
Grilled vegetables keep their vitamins and
minerals.

Stir-fry

Stir frying is a very quick method of cooking where
food is rapidly cooked over a high heat with a little
oil. Can aid absorption of beta carotene
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-

The fast cooking times and the lack of water mean
that the water-soluble vitamins are not decreased
All of the food and juices produced are eaten
which means that all the nutrients are also eaten
Microwaving

Microwaving cooks’ foods quickly with less

180°C

contact with water so less nutrients are lost than
with boiling foods.
Vitamin losses with vitamin C and B still occur but
less is lost
Foods keep more of their antioxidant properties
with microwaving.

WAGOLL; Ac 1.4:
Level 1 Pass:

Boiling is the process of adding water to a pan
Boiling

and allowing it to reach 100C. this usually
means that there are large bubbles forming on
the surface of the water. Boiling can be used to
cook a wide range of products including pasta,
vegetables and rice.

Level 2 Pass:
Boiling

Boiling is the process of adding water to a pan and
allowing it to reach 100C. this usually means that
there are large bubbles forming on the surface of
the water. Boiling can be used to cook a wide
range of products including pasta, vegetables and
rice. Vitamin C is the main nutrient lost by up to
50% when foods are cooked in water, the lower
temperature of simmering and poaching may
reduce this loss a little. Vitamin C dissolves out of
the food into the cooking liquid.
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WJEC Hospitality and Catering
Y11 Knowledge Organiser
Unit 2 Hospitality and Catering in Action
Learning Objective Two
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UNIT SHEETS
This section of your
Knowledge Organiser
contains the unit sheets
for each topic. Use
them to make sure you
know what is required
at each stage of your
learning
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Introduction:
Throughout this learning assessment you will be focussing on what factors might affect a
business and how these factors effect menu planning and the success of your business.

Learning Objective Two:
Learning Objective:
LO2 understand menu
planning
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Assessment
Criteria:
AC2.1 explain
factors to consider
when proposing
dishes for menus
AC2.2 explain
how dishes on a
menu

Complete:

Before Topic
Understanding:

End of Topic
Understanding:

address
environmental
issues
AC2.3 explain
how menu dishes
meet
customer needs
AC2.4 plan
production of
dishes for a menu
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POWERFUL
KNOWLEDGE
In this section you can
find the key information
your teachers want you
to know, understand
and be able to recall.
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Ac 2.1 - Explain factors to consider when
proposing dishes for menus:
Level 1 Pass:
Outlines factors to consider when proposing dishes
for menus. There may be some omissions.
Level 2 Pass:
Explains factors to consider when proposing dishes
for menus. Explanation has some reasoning.
Level 2 Merit:
Explains factors to consider when proposing dishes
for menus. Explanations are generally well
reasoned.
What you need to know:
•

What factors effect a restaurant when they are thinking of dishes to
place onto a menu.

Key Terms and Definitions:
•
•
•

Provision- The action of providing or supplying something for use.
Seasonal- relating to or characteristic of a particular season of the
year.
Customer- a person who buys goods or services from a shop or
business.

Key Facts:
•

There are a number of factors to consider when proposing dishes
for a menu:

Ac 2.1 Explain factors to consider when
Customer,
Price of
Finance/cost/budget, skills of staff,
proposing
dishes
forMenu,
menus:
time of year/seasonality, equipment available, time available
and type of provision.
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Customer

Price of Menu

Finance, Cost,
customer budget.

Skills of staff
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Time of year,
seasonality and
season of event.

Equipment
Available.

Time Available

Type of Provision
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WAGOLL 2.1: For the example brief placed on
page (Place number once finished)

Finance, Cost,
customer budget.

How do I get a L2M?
You can get a level 2 merit within this section by explaining your answer,
start by stating a point (highlighted in red) and then explaining why that is a
good answer, using the word BECAUSE. (highlighted in yellow). You muse
have clear explanations and a reason for EVERY point that you make,

Practice AC 2.1: have a go at writing an answer
using the brief on page (Place number once
finished)

Customer
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Ac 2.2- explain how dishes on a menu address
environmental issues:
What you need to know:
•
•
•

This section of the coursework is written in a paragraph form.
This is the point you will need to know what you’re going to make.
You will need to:
o Suggest four dishes you are wanting to make- suggesting
what side dishes it can be served with.

Key Terms and Definitions:
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental- Relating to the world and how humans are effective
the planet.
Errors- A mistake or a misplaced judgement.
Food miles- is the distance food is transported from the time of its
making until it reaches the consumer.
Pollution- Substance which has harmful or poisonous effect to the
environment.
Emissions- The production and discharge of something, especially
gas or radiation.

Key Facts:
•
•
•

You will need to propose four dishes that suit your brief well.
You will be looking at what might impact your menu planning.
Talk about how buying local produce and how it will help menu
planning.
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WAGOLL 2.2- Proposal of dishes to cook:

In this section you will need to
propose four dishes.
•

•

•

•
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What side dishes are these
proposed dishes each going
to be served with?
What would you like the
ideal appearance to be like?
Use describing words, e.g.
golden, bright, colourful.
Describe the flavours, try
and be as descriptive as
possible. E.g. salty, strong,
burnt, overcooked.
The explain why this dish is
suitable for serving at the
restaurant that is written
about in your brief.

Practice Questions for AC 2.2:
Is the Restaurant using local produce?
•
•

Talk about local fishing ports if its close to a
sea or it is in a sea village.
Is it near a local farm that sells fresh produce?

How would this effect the restaurant positively?
•
•
•

Would it make produce cheaper for the
restaurant?
Would it make it more expensive?
Think about how much carbon emission
transporting the food is having.

What could you do about the packaging?
•

How could you reduce the packaging used
within the dishes?

Have a go at writing your answer in the box
below- linking with the brief at the end of the
booklets.
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AC 2.3- How do my dishes meet the customers
needs?
What you need to know:
•
•
•

You can reach a Level 2 Merit within this section of the coursework.
You will need to discuss the four proposed dishes in AC 2.2 and how
well they meet the brief.
You will need to talk about what skills are being used within the
dishes.

Key Terms and Definitions:
•
•

Explanation- a reason or justification
Evidence- the available body of facts or information

Key Facts:
•
•

You will need to talk about 4 dishes in detail.
You can achieve a level 2 merit within this section.

Preparation Skills and
Techniques:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weighing and
measuring
Chopping
Shaping
Peeling
Whisking
Melting
Rub-in
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Cooking Skills:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boiling
Blanching
Poaching
Braising
Steaming
Baking
Roasting
Grilling

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sieving
Segmenting
Slicing
Hydrating
Blending
Portion control
Position on
serving dish
Garnish
Creativity

•
•
•
•

Frying
Chilling
Cooling
Hot holding

Example of how-to layout AC 2.3:
Brief Customer Profile- Elderly and Young
Adults.
In preparation for this section you need to:
•
•

Carry out some research in regards to dishes that
would be suitable for the specified groups in your brief.
Choose four dishes remember that each dish will need
to demonstrate three cooking skills and three
preparation skills.

Apple Pie with homemade ice cream:
Skills:
•

Chopping, coring and peeling the apples into thin slices, all the same
shape so that they have equal cooking times, rubbing in method used
when rubbing butter into flour to make the pastry.

Apple Pie with homemade ice cream:

•

Boiling the apples to cook the filling and to make them go soft, baking the
apple pie when the pastry has been placed on top, ensuring holes are
placed to allow hot air through it and to cook until golden brown and
cooling the ice cream in the freezer stirring occasionally to ensure ice
particles don’t occur.
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How does it meet the needs of the elderly?
•

The pie has different textures from the softness of the filling
and the ice cream to the firmness and crunchiness of the pastry.

•

The dish provides a range of key nutrients needed; calcium from
the cream within the ice cream, vitamin A which comes from the
apples which will aid with healthy eye sight carbohydrates which
comes from the pastry which will aid with energy and vitamin D
which comes from butter.

•

I think this dish would be suitable for the target group because at
this age bones will become weaker and they are more prone to
osteoporosis and breakages, therefore the calcium within this dish
will aid to develop strong bones. I will be placing apples into the
dish which are high in vitamin A which will aid with elderly people’s
eyesight to maintain healthy eyes.

•

How does it meet the needs of the Young Adults?

•

This dish is suitable for young adults also because it provides a
wide range of nutrients from vitamin A, D and vitamin B. Young
adults are still growing and therefore the calcium within this
product will aid with bone development and strong teeth
development. It will also be suitable for this lifestage because you
can alter the portion size, elderly might have a small portion of
the apple pie whereas young adults might have a fairly large
portion in comparison, this can be altered either way.
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Have a go at identifying four dishes suitable for
each life stage group:
Children

Teenagers

Adults

Elderly

Ac 2.4: Writing a time plan;
What you need to know:
•
•
•
•

In this section you can reach a level 2 distinction.
You MUST produce an annotated and dovetailed time production
plan for your chosen 2 dishes.
You will be using this in you unit 2 practical assessment.
It has to be colour coded- each component of each dish will have a
different colour.
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Key Terms and Definitions:
•
•
•

Dovetailing- fit or cause to fit together easily and conveniently.
Mise en place- “putting in place" or "everything in its place”
Contingencies- a provision for a possible event or circumstance.

For a level 2 distinction your production plan
must include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantities or commodities needed e.g. 100g
Equipment needed
Mise en place
Timings in minutes and hours
Sequencing (dovetailing)
Cooling
Hot holding
Completion
Serving/presentation
Removal of waste
Contingencies (what would happen if
something was to go wrong)
Health and safety and hygiene points
Quality points
Storage.
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AC2.4 Example of production plan:

REMEMBER TO COLOUR CODE YOUR DISHES!
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Colour Coding Dishes:

•
•

•

The plan should be detailed enough that
someone else could work from your plan and
make the dishes as you intended
Dovetailing – make sure that the sequence is
logical and that it shows you are dovetailing ie
while something is cooking, you are working on
something else
Contingencies- in the special points note any
contingencies i.e. what you will do if it doesn’t go
quite right e.g. “if the cake is not cooked, leave it
in the oven and check again in 5-10 mins”.
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Have a go at writing a time plan for a pasta dish- remember you need to colour
code the different components of the dish in different colours.
Production of dish 1:
Time:

Process:

Then it’s time to cook your two dishes….
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Special Points:

PRACTICE
PAGES
In this section of your
Knowledge Organiser
you will be able to work
on practice examples –
in class and at home as
independent tasks.
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Learning Objective One Knowledge Questions:
Ac1.1:
1. Identify 2 vitamins and 2 minerals (4)

2. Outline The function of each of these vitamins
and minerals (4)

3. Explain a deficiency of each of these vitamins
and minerals. (8)
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4. List the sources of Retinol (vitamin A): (4)

5. Identify the two types of carbohydrates in the
diet: (2)

6. Outline which type of carbohydrate an athlete
might consume before a big tournament. (1)
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7. Explain why this might be (2)

Learning Objective 1.2 Knowledge Questions:
Identify two life stages: (2)

Outline the two nutrients that are needed for these
life stages: (2)

Explain why this nutrient is important for this life
stage: (2)
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Explain why babies need more calcium than
children (4)
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Knowledge Questions 1.3:
Identify what the term excess means (1)

Outline what the term deficiency means (1)

Identify one vitamin or mineral (1)

Outline the function of this vitamin/mineral (2)

Suggest what would happen if you had an excess
in this vitamin/mineral (3)
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Explain what would happen if you had a deficiency
in this vitamin/mineral (3)

Knowledge Questions Ac 1.4:
Identify one type of cooking method: (1)

Outline what temperature this cooking method has
to reach: (1)
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Suggest which nutrient is lost during this process of
cooking (1)

Explain the process of this cooking method: (2)

Explain the difference between and water-soluble
vitamin and a fat-soluble vitamin (2)
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AC 2.1-3.2: Mock Assignment Brief: (highlight
the key pieces of information within the brief)
Rochelle is a small pretty town by the sea. The town
is populated with a number of elderly people that live
in the large housing estate that was built in the
1960’s. Whilst the area was originally popular with
families, it is now mainly students that live there as
the university is close by. There are a number of
hospitality and catering businesses in the town of
Rochelle, however many of these businesses have
had some negative comments on a website that
reviews hospitality and catering providers. Much of
the negative comments relate to the menus and food
served. The main points in the negative comments
online refer to the menus being unhealthy, high in
salt and sugar. All of the businesses are take-away
providers and their menus are mainly fast food
(pizzas, burgers, kebabs and branded sugary
drinks). All the take away businesses have noted a
change in sale patterns, as recently sales have been
falling/declining and fewer customers are using the
facility. One of the hospitalities and catering
providers “Western Foods” have acted on this fall in
sales and customers, and have reviewed the
negative feedback from the website. The business
owner has decided that “Western Foods” should
have a revamp, including the shop layout and more
importantly the menu, especially to cater for the
change in needs of all the clients/customers of the
town of Rochelle. The business owner of “Western
Foods” has closed down the shop for a revamp. It
will be renamed “The Western Avenue Deli and
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Coffee Shop” and is due to open in the next few
weeks. It will open from 1100 to 2300. There will be
four tables inside for dining and they will offer a
takeaway and delivery service to customers. The
business owner has employed a new catering
manager together with a chef and three catering
assistants who will support the kitchen and front of
house. There are also plans to employ an apprentice
from the local university. The catering manager and
chef want the menu to meet the diverse needs of the
local people. They also want to rid the premises of
the reputation for unhealthy food. You have been
asked to plan some of the dishes for the new menu.
The dishes can be starters, main courses or
desserts. The apprentice must be able to prepare
and cook at least two of those dishes. You therefore
need to ensure the dishes allows them to
demonstrate three skills in cooking and three in
preparation. To help the apprentice you also need to
produce a plan that he/she can follow to cook two of
the dishes. To make sure your plan works you
should also prepare and cook the two dishes.
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REVISION
TOOLS
Use this section of your
Knowledge Organiser
to support you with
revision.
Test yourself and then
use the revision
resources to help you
fill the gaps in your
knowledge.
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Revision Tools – Use the clock face and write as much information about each
lifestage in each time slot each. (Children)
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Revision Tools – Use the clock face and write as much information about each
lifestage in each time slot each. (Teenagers)
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Revision Tools – Use the clock face and write as much information about each
lifestage in each time slot each. (Young Adults)
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Revision Tools – Use the clock face and write as much information about each
lifestage in each time slot each. (Adults)
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Revision Tools – Use the clock face and write as much information about each
lifestage in each time slot each. (Elderly)
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Spider Diagram: Brainstorm as many dishes as possible relation to the brief and
restaurant on page 69 and 70. Try and think about at least 8 dishes that would
be suitable for a ‘healthy restaurant’.

Dishes
Relating to
The Brief
‘Western Deli’.
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